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Focus on

Library web and physical resources

Steps in a library research process

Finding and using different types of sources

Citing your sources



Where to find resources
From the home page:

◦Library catalogue (named Sofia)

◦Databases

◦Subject guides

https://library.concordia.ca



Getting started
• Think of a research topic

• Refine the topic
• Form a good question to target your research

https://library.concordia.ca/learn/getting-started/the-research-question/
https://library.concordia.ca/learn/getting-started/the-research-question/


What do you have?

Readings usually have works cited or bibliographies

Starting point 
• important works (bibliography)
•help you think about your topic



Finding sources from bibliographies

Batchen, Geoffrey. “Electricity Made Visible.” In New Media, Old Media: A History and Theory Reader, 
edited by Wendy Hui Kyong Chun and Thomas Keenan, 27–44. New York: Routledge, 2006.

Nevo, Maria del. “Developing Gender Sensitive Communication Policies.” Media Development 47, 
no. 3 (2000): 3–6.

Sconce, Jeffrey. Haunted Media: Electronic Presence from Telegraphy to Television. Console-Ing Passions. 
Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2000.

Winseck, Dwayne. “Back to the Future:  Telecommunications, Online Information Services and 
Convergence from 1840-1910.” Media History 5, no. 2 (December 1999): 137. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/13688809909357957.



Journals for your interests Explore Browzine

Use the Library’s advanced search (Sofia)
→ Provide a subject & select journal format

https://browzine.com/libraries/119/subjects
https://concordiauniversity.on.worldcat.org/advancedsearch?databaseList=
https://browzine.com/libraries/119/subjects
https://concordiauniversity.on.worldcat.org/advancedsearch?databaseList=


Search for a journal directly

Use the electronic journals section to 
search (or browse alphabetically) by

• Title
• ISSN (e.g. 1918-5901 or 1918-591X)

http://library.concordia.ca/services/icd/deliveryreq.php


Finding background & context
Subject encyclopedias, for an authoritative 
introduction to a topic

See the Communication Studies Subject Guide
https://www.concordia.ca/library/guides/communication-studies.html

Books, for a deeper focus

Search Sofia (Library catalogue)
https://concordiauniversity.on.worldcat.org

https://www.concordia.ca/library/guides/communication-studies.html
https://www.concordia.ca/library/guides/communication-studies.html
https://concordiauniversity.on.worldcat.org/
https://www.concordia.ca/library/guides/communication-studies.html
https://www.concordia.ca/library/guides/communication-studies.html
https://concordiauniversity.on.worldcat.org/


JOURNAL ARTICLES & SEARCH 
PROCESS



Why scholarly journals?

•Report original research by scholars

• In-depth articles on specific research questions or issues

•Peer-reviewed

•Audience is other scholars in the field

•Bibliography of works cited



Contrasting publications
Scholarly Journal Magazine / Newspaper / Trade Publication

Articles are scrutinized for quality by other 
scholars in the field before publication 
(peer review)

Editor reviews articles

Authored by scholars in the field Authors are journalists, practicing 
professionals

Information is sourced with bibliography 
(previous research)

No bibliography. Information may be 
sourced by some fact-checking; interviews

Purpose is to advance knowledge; report 
original research

Purpose is often current news and 
entertainment



Recognizing a scholarly article

• Includes a list of works cited as well as having citations 
throughout the text

•States the institutional affiliation of author(s)

•Often begins with an abstract (condensed summary) of the 
article

•Reports original research



Finding scholarly articles
● From bibliographies
● Reading journals
● Using article databases 

Search the two core communication studies databases:
• Communication and Mass Media Complete
• Communication Abstracts

Search other databases such as: 
• Academic Search Complete (multi-disciplinary)
• Historical Abstracts
• America: History and Life
• Gender Studies Database
• Film and Television Literature Database

https://library.concordia.ca/find/databases/index.php


Search a database

underwater

cable

news



Concept: underwater cables news

Synonyms: undersea

transatlantic

submarine

cable

wire

journalism

media

press

Search improvements: synonyms
How did underwater cables change the dissemination of news?

wordnik.com

thesaurus.com

wikipedia.org

wiktionary.org



Search improvements

Truncation *
cabl* = cable or cables or cabling

Specific phrase “ ”  
“chief executive officer” =  chief executive officer 

• no chief financial officer 
• no chief officer
• no “The officer said the chief reason Ms. Smith called 911 was…”



Search a database

underwater OR transatlantic OR submarine

cabl* OR wire

news* OR journal* OR media OR press

Use the AND boolean 
operator to separate
your concepts.

Use the OR boolean 
operator to separate
your synonyms.

(underwater OR transatlantic OR submarine) AND (cabl* OR wire) AND (news* OR journal* OR media OR press)

Same as writing:

concept 1

concept 2

concept 3



Use limits to 
filter results

- - -

How do you 
get the 

document?

http://ue8fp8rk9n.search.serialssolutions.com/
http://clues.concordia.ca/search/s


MORE SOURCES



Many types of sources
•Newspapers, broadcasts
•Magazines and trade publications
•Scholarly articles; peer reviewed
•Books (academic and non-academic)
•Encyclopedias, dictionaries, reference books
•Government reports, publications
•NGO publications, associations, professional
•Non-print formats (Video, audio, new media)



What about AI tools 
like ChatGPT?

● ChatGPT does a lot, can it help find 
research?

● What are its sources?
● What do you know about the content it 

produces?

How can we find 
this article?

https://chat.openai.com

“simple modernist-style charcoal line-illustration of a student, 
sitting at a library desk and working on writing a literature 
review.” generated with Stable Diffusion via NightCafe.studio

https://chat.openai.com/
https://chat.openai.com/


https://elicit.org

Other 
AI 

tools?

https://elicit.org

https://elicit.org/
https://elicit.org/
https://elicit.org/
https://elicit.org/


Iterate your question?

• AI might help you refine a question
• Suggest different perspectives 
• Identify key words or concepts



Thinking about sources

See our guide 
https://library.concordia.ca/help/guides.php?guid=evaluating 

References

◦ Where do they get their information?

◦ Is it credited?

◦ What references are listed?

◦ Can they be verified?

Reviews of the source

◦ How is the source regarded by others?

◦ Are there reviews of the source?

Value toward 

reconsidering

&

augmenting

what you know

Purpose? Authority? Audience? 
Format? Currency?

https://library.concordia.ca/help/guides.php?guid=evaluating
https://library.concordia.ca/help/guides.php?guid=evaluating
https://library.concordia.ca/help/guides.php?guid=evaluating
https://library.concordia.ca/help/guides.php?guid=evaluating
https://library.concordia.ca/help/guides.php?guid=evaluating
https://library.concordia.ca/help/guides.php?guid=evaluating


CITING & ADDITIONAL HELP

https://library.concordia.ca/help/citing/


Citing work in an academic context
Consult the style guide to find 
out how.

Concordia how-to guides on 
academic citing
library.concordia.ca/help/citing

Other institutions’ sites, 
especially Purdue OWL

What do you need to cite?
• Text copied from another 

document, website, or book
• Paraphrased words or idea
• Images, graphs, etc. 

What do you not need to 
cite?
• Common knowledge facts, 

events, dates, concepts.

 “       ”APA

https://library.concordia.ca/help/citing/
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/purdue_owl.html
https://library.concordia.ca/help/citing/
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/purdue_owl.html


◦Keep track of your 
sources 

◦Generate your 
bibliographies in 
your chosen style

◦ Insert citations 
while you’re 
writing

https://www.zotero.org

https://library.concordia.ca/help/citing/zotero/index.php


Reference desk

Consult a librarian

Subject guides

Online chat

Fig. Conversation. 
(Downey).

Getting help

https://library.concordia.ca/help/questions/
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Focus on

Library web and physical resources

Steps in a library research process

Finding and using different types of sources

Citing your sources

Overview of libraries in lieu of tour;
Different types of resources, such as reference 

and other books, journals, of course news 
sources

Traditional vs non: evaluating web sources

2



 

Where to find resources
From the home page:

◦Library catalogue (named Sofia)

◦Databases

◦Subject guides

https://library.concordia.ca

Break out to web page / catalogue / databases
The catalogue is the go to primarily for 

reference sources, monographs (print and 
electronic), and audio and video

The catalogue does NOT index articles; it will 
tell you journal titles and databases we have, 
but not the articles

Discovery search is actually the default, but 
I’m going to suggest we don’t start there 
(more later)

The subject guides are pages by librarians, 
offer selected sources.

Of course, many sources are online, so these 
you won’t find by starting at the library site 
(also more on this later) 3



Getting started
• Think of a research topic

• Refine the topic
• Form a good question to target your research

4



What do you have?

Readings usually have works cited or bibliographies

Starting point 
• important works (bibliography)
•help you think about your topic

5



Finding sources from bibliographies

Batchen, Geoffrey. “Electricity Made Visible.” In New Media, Old Media: A History and Theory Reader, 
edited by Wendy Hui Kyong Chun and Thomas Keenan, 27–44. New York: Routledge, 2006.

Nevo, Maria del. “Developing Gender Sensitive Communication Policies.” Media Development 47, 
no. 3 (2000): 3–6.

Sconce, Jeffrey. Haunted Media: Electronic Presence from Telegraphy to Television. Console-Ing Passions. 
Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2000.

Winseck, Dwayne. “Back to the Future:  Telecommunications, Online Information Services and 
Convergence from 1840-1910.” Media History 5, no. 2 (December 1999): 137. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/13688809909357957.

1 – chapter in a book. Note the editor and 
date, there is a second edition that does not 
include this chapter. Must search for the 
book title, not the chapter title. 

2 – article in journal… title not indexed in our 
search, so you need to find the journal first 2 
options: print from 1986 – 2012, digital from 
2007 onwards (show how to navigate by 
date, etc. online in the database)

3 – book, note that searching for this title will 
also reveal many reviews of it in various 
journals. Be careful to find the actual book. 
In Clues the colon will be problematic, 
remove it to search better.

4 – article in journal (could be print only but 
there’s a digital version in the database)

6



 

Journals for your interests Explore Browzine

Use the Library’s advanced search (Sofia)
→ Provide a subject & select journal format



Search for a journal directly

Use the electronic journals section to 
search (or browse alphabetically) by

• Title
• ISSN (e.g. 1918-5901 or 1918-591X)

If we have the journal in paper format only, you may request a scan of the 
article be emailed to you using our article delivery service.

8



Finding background & context
Subject encyclopedias, for an authoritative 
introduction to a topic

See the Communication Studies Subject Guide
https://www.concordia.ca/library/guides/communication-studies.html

Books, for a deeper focus

Search Sofia (Library catalogue)
https://concordiauniversity.on.worldcat.org

You all know some form of reference source, if 
not by that name.

Two purposes: facts, introduce a topic
Wikipedia—a generalist source. Can be a 

good starting place, follow the references
You don’t usually cite reference sources in 

your research, rather, it gives you an idea of 
where to look further

Business information—headquarters of 
companies, ownership, etc

Important to note that there are subject-
specific versions for knowledgable audience

Designed for QUICK, FACTUAL information or CONTEXT and 
BACKGROUND.

Published by established publishers
Information is fact-checked, reviewed prior to publication
Many print versions existed before electronic versions, and have long been 

established as authoritative sources.
Different flavours (types) of reference books for different kinds of information

9
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Why scholarly journals?

•Report original research by scholars

• In-depth articles on specific research questions or issues

•Peer-reviewed

•Audience is other scholars in the field

•Bibliography of works cited



  

 

Contrasting publications
Scholarly Journal Magazine / Newspaper / Trade Publication

Articles are scrutinized for quality by other 
scholars in the field before publication 
(peer review)

Editor reviews articles

Authored by scholars in the field Authors are journalists, practicing 
professionals

Information is sourced with bibliography 
(previous research)

No bibliography. Information may be 
sourced by some fact-checking; interviews

Purpose is to advance knowledge; report 
original research

Purpose is often current news and 
entertainment



  

Recognizing a scholarly article

• Includes a list of works cited as well as having citations 
throughout the text

•States the institutional affiliation of author(s)

•Often begins with an abstract (condensed summary) of the 
article

•Reports original research



 

Finding scholarly articles
● From bibliographies
● Reading journals
● Using article databases 

Search the two core communication studies databases:
• Communication and Mass Media Complete
• Communication Abstracts

Search other databases such as: 
• Academic Search Complete (multi-disciplinary)
• Historical Abstracts
• America: History and Life
• Gender Studies Database
• Film and Television Literature Database

NB: library databases often include both academic 
and non-academic resources. Finding an article in 
a database does not necessarily make it scholarly.

14



  

 

Search a database

underwater

cable

news



  

Concept: underwater cables news

Synonyms: undersea

transatlantic

submarine

cable

wire

journalism

media

press

Search improvements: synonyms
How did underwater cables change the dissemination of news?

wordnik.com

thesaurus.com

wikipedia.org

wiktionary.org



Search improvements

Truncation *
cabl* = cable or cables or cabling

Specific phrase “ ”  
“chief executive officer” =  chief executive officer 

• no chief financial officer 
• no chief officer
• no “The officer said the chief reason Ms. Smith called 911 was…”

Search for variant word endings with *

18



  

 

Search a database

underwater OR transatlantic OR submarine

cabl* OR wire

news* OR journal* OR media OR press

Use the AND boolean 
operator to separate
your concepts.

Use the OR boolean 
operator to separate
your synonyms.

(underwater OR transatlantic OR submarine) AND (cabl* OR wire) AND (news* OR journal* OR media OR press)

Same as writing:

concept 1

concept 2

concept 3

Too many results?
a) try adding a concept
b) try removing some synonyms
c) use database filters such as date ranges, languages, peer review, etc.

Too few results?
a) try adding synonyms
b) try removing a concept
c) truncate words that could have alternate endings

Results off topic?
a) try removing less-related synonyms
b) try adding concepts to increase precision
c) check that you’ve written phrases inside “quotation marks”
d) use database filters such as date ranges, languages, peer review, etc.
e) use the NOT boolean operator to exclude certain words from your search



Use limits to 
filter results

- - -

How do you 
get the 

document?

1.  Double-check the e-journals list on library homepage 

2.  Check CLUES by journal title in case we have a print or microfilm version

20



MORE SOURCES

22



Many types of sources
•Newspapers, broadcasts
•Magazines and trade publications
•Scholarly articles; peer reviewed
•Books (academic and non-academic)
•Encyclopedias, dictionaries, reference books
•Government reports, publications
•NGO publications, associations, professional
•Non-print formats (Video, audio, new media)

23



 

What about AI tools 
like ChatGPT?

● ChatGPT does a lot, can it help find 
research?

● What are its sources?
● What do you know about the content it 

produces?

How can we find 
this article?

https://chat.openai.com

“simple modernist-style charcoal line-illustration of a student, 
sitting at a library desk and working on writing a literature 
review.” generated with Stable Diffusion via NightCafe.studio

Use caution with new machine learning types of 
tools, especially those providing generative AI. 

They generate new information and it is frequently 
not designed to be accurate.

They include vast quantities of data in their training 
but these sources are not necessarily visible to 
the public. It is difficult to know what material may 
be accessed and how the training datasets may 
bias outputs. 

You must first know enough about the material to be 
able to guide the tool and assess outputs. 

24



https://elicit.org

Other 
AI 

tools?

https://elicit.org

Some tools mix AI features with other features in an 
effort to produce more reliable outputs.

Nevertheless, these tools also require careful 
investigation and critical assessment of their outputs. 

This system from elicit.org tries to summarize research 
papers but only claims about 80 to 90 percent 
accuracy. 



Iterate your question?

• AI might help you refine a question
• Suggest different perspectives 
• Identify key words or concepts



 

Thinking about sources

See our guide 
https://library.concordia.ca/help/guides.php?guid=evaluating 

References

◦ Where do they get their information?

◦ Is it credited?

◦ What references are listed?

◦ Can they be verified?

Reviews of the source

◦ How is the source regarded by others?

◦ Are there reviews of the source?

Value toward 

reconsidering

&

augmenting

what you know

Purpose? Authority? Audience? 
Format? Currency?

What is the purpose? 
To persuade? Present a point of view?
To sell something?
To inform? To entertain? To report research?

Who is the author?
What are their credentials?  Are they listed? 
Can they be verified in another source?

27



CITING & ADDITIONAL HELP

28



Citing work in an academic context
Consult the style guide to find 
out how.

Concordia how-to guides on 
academic citing
library.concordia.ca/help/citing

Other institutions’ sites, 
especially Purdue OWL

What do you need to cite?
• Text copied from another 

document, website, or book
• Paraphrased words or idea
• Images, graphs, etc. 

What do you not need to 
cite?
• Common knowledge facts, 

events, dates, concepts.

 “       ”APA

To credit original authors, show that work is supported by 
research, and let others follow-up

Citation styles provides integrity to the work by ensuring that 
authors format their references to be understood by others.

The twist can be citing sources that are not 
traditional academic sources—popular media 
in general

29



◦Keep track of your 
sources 

◦Generate your 
bibliographies in 
your chosen style

◦ Insert citations 
while you’re 
writing

https://www.zotero.org



Reference desk

Consult a librarian

Subject guides

Online chat

Fig. Conversation. 
(Downey).

Getting help

31


